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Trinity Sunday June 12, 2022 

Prov 8 1-4;  22-31         Psalm 8        Rom 5 1-5 John 16  12-15 

 Last Sunday was Pentecost Sunday, what is known as “the birthday of 

the church”, when we recalled the events that occurred at the first 

Pentecost. The Sunday before that we remembered the Ascension of 

Christ, also an event.  

The Christian community has celebrated the Trinity since the earliest 

days. Trinity Sunday is one of the few Christian festivals to celebrate a 

reality in relation to God, and a teaching about God, rather than an event 

or a person. On this Sunday we intentionally focus on God revealed to 

us as Father, Son and Holy Spirit.  

The doctrine of the Trinity took centuries to develop, but its roots are 
visible from the first century and the foundations of the concept can be 
seen in the NT, especially in the Gospel of John, one of the latest and 
most theologically developed of the NT books.  

The word Trinity does not occur in scripture at all. However, evidence for 

three persons of Trinity clearly does. In the readings today, for example, 

the Proverbs reading personifies wisdom as female, not a direct 

reference to Christ but part of the background to the NT description of 

Christ as divine Word, the wisdom of God. 

The reading from John has Jesus talking about his Father, the first 

person of Trinity, himself, second person, and the Counsellor or HS, the 

third person.  The reading from Paul’s letter to the Romans also refers to 

all three persons of the Trinity.  

In Matthew 28: 19 Jesus makes it even more explicit:  “Therefore go and 
make disciples of all nations, baptising them in the name of the Father 
and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit."                                 

Saint Augustine, one of the greatest thinkers of the early church, 
described the Trinity as comparable to the three parts of an individual 
human being: mind, spirit, and will. They are three distinct aspects, yet 
they are inseparable and together constitute one unified human being.              
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You may recall that on Trinity Sunday last year I talked about perhaps 
one of the world’s most famous icons. Said to be of the Trinity by 15thC 
Russian iconographer Andrei Rublev, it is now housed in Tretyakov 
Gallery in Moscow. It is regarded as Rublev’s best work though his 
authorship is questioned and scientists can only posit theories about its 
creation and history.  

 
 
The icon depicts the three mysterious travellers or angels who visited 
Abraham and Sarah at the oak of Mamre (Genesis 18: 1-15). It is full of 
symbolism rich in the language of icons, which have been described as 
“the theology of colour”.  
 
The Church said to have specifically chosen this particular icon because 
it most fully expresses the dogma of the Holy Trinity: the three angels 
are depicted in equal dignity, symbolising the triunity and equality of all 
three Persons. 
                            
What Rublev expressed about the mystery of the Trinity through the 
imagery and symbolism of an icon, Catholic monk and theologian 
Richard Rohr expresses succinctly in words.  
 
Rohr’s CAC sends out daily meditations by e-mail, and one series of 
reflections that struck me deeply was on the Trinity. I want simply to  
read what he said as he expresses it better than I could:  
 
“In our attempts to explain the Trinitarian Mystery in the past, we 
overemphasised the individual qualities of the Father, Son, and Holy 
Spirit, but not so much the relationships between them. It is in the 
relationships themselves where all the power is! This is where all the 
meaning is! We can name them all with masculine words (as we have 
done up to now), we can name them with feminine or neutered words if 
you wish, but in both cases you can miss the precise way that they 
relate to one another — and thus miss the major point. 
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“The Mystery of God as Trinity invites us into a dynamism, a flow, a 
relationship, a waterwheel of love, or a “fountain fullness of love” as 13th 
Century Franciscan saint Bonaventure put it.  
 
“Trinity says that God is a verb much more than a noun, an energy and 
action more than a concept. God as Trinity invites us into a shared 
experience, where we are invited as participants. Some mystics trusted 
that all of creation was being taken back into this flow of eternal life, 
almost as if we are a “Fourth Person” of the Eternal Flow of God or, as 
Jesus clearly put it, “I will return to take you with me, so that where I am 
you also may be” (John 14:3). Only a Trinitarian theology makes heaven 
make sense. Otherwise, we simply have rewards and punishments 
administered by a monarch on a throne.” 
 
To my mind, that is why the Trinity is often depicted as a three dancing 
figures: 
 

                        
 
Rohr continues: “Saint Bonaventure, who wrote a lot about the Trinity, 
was deeply influenced by a lesser-known figure, Richard of Saint Victor, 
who had died in 1173.  
 
“Richard said, ‘For God to be good, God can be one. For God to be 
loving, God has to be two because love is always a relationship.’ But his 
real breakthrough was saying that: ‘For God to be supreme joy and 
happiness, God has to be three.’ Lovers do not know full happiness until 
they both delight in the same thing, like new parents with the ecstasy of 
their first child. 
 
“When I was first becoming ‘known’, people wanted to get close to me 
and be my friend or have a special relationship with me. I asked myself 
how I would choose between all these friends and I realised that the 
people I really found joy in were not always people who loved me – 
nearly as much as people who loved what I loved.  
 
“That helped me understand what I think Richard of St. Victor was trying 
to teach. The Holy Spirit is the shared love of the Father and the Son, 
and shared love is always happiness and joy.  

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001JKu-jYkYTv9y307XF5E0qT3N94hKqmXfyu2TdhyOvuj0NyYVWpMWBdUNj2zc5EMV8Cs1ztGwaRGrSo4j4mNvEgfa7791dhgCdL4nVJ3JaTWq3WQwbDoB4p4zkTGr-Tj4XLt2Qjejx8vmdlOeFLFTo0-BScACqvjoUkNEQLADpe8A1OVygy4VXPBzaeCoIK-32lhurNp_eNqCCj54h-Cu_w==
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“The Holy Spirit is whatever the Father and the Son are in love with; the 
Holy Spirit is that excitement and joy — about everything that has been 
created!” 
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